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Wrong Size Plate Numbers on FW $1 FRNs
AMINOR ERROR THAT TOOK $1 FEDERAL

Reserve Note collectors by storm a few years ago
was Forth Worth back 295 with mis-sized plate serial
numbers. It was used on a few Series of 1995 serial
number blocks. The problem was that the size of the
plate number was too small.

A lesser known, but similar error occurred a bit ear-
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her on $1 Fort Worth Series of 1988A face plate 106.
In this case, the size of the number was too large.

The back plates used at the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing Washington and Fort Worth production
facilities are distinguished from each other by the size of
the plate serial numbers printed on the notes. Those
from Washington are small, whereas those from Fort
Worth are about 25 percent larger. The difference is
obvious to the unaided eye.

The numbers used on the faces from both plants are
small, being the same size as those on the backs of the
Washington notes. The distinction on the faces is the
addition of FW as a
prefix to the num-
bers on the Fort
Worth notes.

The Fort
Worth 295 back had
Washington size
numbers.

The even more
interesting Fort
Worth 106 face uti-
lized the same over-
sized numbers nor-
mally reserved for
Fort Worth backs.

Coauthor Kvederas, author of the acclaimed studies
on -WEB notes, was looking through some L* Series of
1988A notes one evening a couple of years ago when he
suddenly realized that the face plate serial number on
every fourth note was too large! The mis-sized number
was 106.

Subsequently, the error has been reported from the
following San Francisco blocks: LD, LE, LF and L*.

The problem with the 106 error is that it was dis-
covered well after the notes had reached circulation. As
a result, no large quantities have been located. In con-
trast, the market for 295 notes became huge owing to
early detection and intense collector scrounging for
available supplies at their local banks. With an available
supply, everyone seemed to be trading around to build
block sets.

Finding Some 295s
Coauthor Huntoon first learned of the undersize

295 error from Torn Conklin who had purchased a few
and sold him a copy shortly after they first appeared.
Naturally he began to look at every $1 he got in change
without success. Finally, however, lightning struck. He
was visiting in Claremont, CA, and paying for dinner at
a restaurant along old U. S. 66 when the cashier made
change with three crisp $ls from a group of new notes.
They were Series of 1995 notes from the LW block, and
he saw that one was a 295. He promptly got a couple
more from her.

He returned the next day and asked which bank
they used. It was a short distance down the block.
When he asked for a pack of $ls from the head teller,
she handed him one that had a 295 every fourth note.
He bought a few hundred, then returned later and

bought 500 more. That was the end of his spare cash at
that point. Those notes went quickly.

Above: Two different Fort Worth notes. The numerals comprising
the number 106 should be the size of those in 295, and visa versa.
The 295 is a Series of 1995 from block LW.
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